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LEGAL DISCALIMER
The information and figures contained herein were obtained from licensees’ submissions to Uganda
Communications Commission and other sources available to the Commission. It is intended to
provide an overview of the industry performance to the stakeholders for the period 2013/2014
financial year. UCC does not give any warranty and may not be liable for any loss or damage
arising from its use or misuse.
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Forward

The communications industry is dynamic with constant evolution of new ideas and ways of doing
things. In this industry, the stakeholders need to embrace the dynamics of new innovations and
ICT technological developments.
The information presented in this report gives the summary of the sector performance for the
Financial Year 2013/2014. The report considered the following:
1. The Global Perspective
2. The EAC Perspective
3. The National Economic Outlook Perspective
4. The Fixed Telephony
5. The Mobile Telephony
6. The Broadband and Internet
7. The Broadcasting sub sector
8. The Postal and Courier sub sector
9. The Consumer Affairs
10. The Rural Communications and Development
As a result of the significant impact of communications services in business , political and
economic domains, the Commission has undertaken numerous interventions to enhance and
attract innovations and investment in the sector with favourable competitive environment, clear
focus on quality of service and consumer affairs.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For the period under review, the total sector contribution to revenue grew by 3.3% up from UGX
332.73bn to UGX 434.75bn. This, however, reflects a lower growth than the 36% growth realised
in the previous year.
A total of 55, 056 new fixed subscribers were registered by June 2013/14 FY. This indicates a
26.5% growth in fixed subscription, much higher than the 37.3% drop in fixed subscription
registered in the previous period 2011/2012 to 2012/2013.
A total of 2,578,710 new mobile subscribers were registered by June 2013/14 FY. This indicates a
15.5% growth in mobile subscription, much higher than the 7.3% subscription growth regis tered in
the previous period 2011/2012 to 2012/2013.
The above subscription growth resulted into a 5.6% growth in teledensity up from 47.7% realised
in 2012/13 to 53.3% realised in 2013/14.
The sector has continued to register positive growth in bandwidth. During the review period, a 5%
growth was registered resulting to a total bandwidth of 26,986.05mbps up from 25,678.82mbps
realised in the previous financial year.
As estimated, the number of internet subscribers and internet users continued to grow very
rapidly. For the review period, the number of internet subscribers and users grew by 21% and 25%
respectively resulting into a 23.3% internet penetration per 100 inhabitant as of June 2014.
Over the review period, the on net traffic dropped by 4.8%, (666,908,579), off-net traffic grew by
26.1% (459,103,518), while both the international outgoing traffic and the international incoming
traffic respectively dropped by 2.3% (6,094,688) and 16.3% (68,833,392).
The postal subsector continued to register persistent drop in domestic ordinary letter posted and
domestic registered letter posted. However, for the case of domestic Expedited Mail Services
(EMS), there has been slight fluctuation in the reported statistics. The number of service providers
remained relatively the same with that of the previous financial year.
In the broadcasting subsector, there was hardly any change in the number of service providers,
save for only operational FM radio stations, four new FM radio stations were licensed during the
review peiod.
Regarding consumer-related issues, in the period under review, the highest number of complaints
registered were related to billing queries. Unsolicited messages, mobile money and data queries
also dominated the categories of complaints received. Airtel registered the highest number of
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complaints, followed by MTN. There was considerable improvement in the timely resolution of
complaints over the year.
In terms of modes of complaints submission, over the year, 52.9% of the complaints reviewed
were received through phone calls, 29.2% were through email, 5.1% were through post, 8 walk ins
by clients, while 4.8% came in through social media.
While MTN had the highest records of complains received by June 2013, the number of complaints
received from Airtel subscribers increased tremendously by June 2014. This could partly be
explained by post-merger challenges faced by Airtel in order to serve the former Warid
customers.
Mobile money services is one of the value-added services developed in this sector. Over the years,
the sector have continued to register faster growth rate in the number of mobile money
subscription than growth rate in mobile subscription. In the period under review, the number of
mobile money subscribers grew by 46.5% resulting into 5,526,341 new mobile money subscribers. The
total number of mobile money subscribers stand at 17,644,162 as of June 2014.

For the last three half years, the number and the value of transactions have been on the increase.
For the review period the number of transactions grew by 24% (46,255,000) and the value of
transaction grew as well by 43.4% (3,599.1bn). The value of transaction now stands at UGX 11,872
bn.
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ECONOMIC OUTLOOK IN COMMUNICATIONS PERSPECTIVE
Economic Enablers and Deflators
There are some macroeconomic indicators hypothesized to be influential in uptake of
communications services. These include GDP and GDP growth rate, GDP per capita, Income per
capita, population and population growth rates, percent of population employed and Inflation
rates.
Below are some comparative data for EAC states for the selected macro-economic indicators.
Population and population growth rates [source: World Bank]
According to the World Bank (2014), the population structure of EAC states stands as follows (the
figures in the bracket indicating the population growth rates ). Overall, Tanzania has the highest
population of 49.3m (3.08), followed by Kenya 44.4m (2.72), Uganda 37.6m (3.39) and Rwanda
(11.8m (2.78). With this growth in population, the uptake of communications services within EAC
states should be commensurate with the rate at which the population is growing.

Tele density and Population growth rates
Tele density (telephone density) is the number of telephone connections for every hundred individuals
living within a defined geographical area. The rate at which Uganda’s tele density is growing is very
fast putting Uganda second in the region after Rwanda. The rapid teledensity growth rate in
relation to population growth rate means that Uganda is on the right track of reaching 100%
telephone connections in the country. Similarly, Rwanda as a state shares the same phenomenon
with Uganda since its tele density growth rate is as well faster than it’s population growth rate.
The slow growth rate pace noted for Kenya and Tanzania is an indication that the two states are
approaching a state of saturation in terms of teledensity.
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Figure 1.Tele density and Population growth rates in the EAC countries
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Comparative analysis of Teledensity and internet penetration within EAC states as of June 2014
Kenya tops in East Africa in terms of teledensity and Internet penetration followed by Rwanda and
Uganda respectively. Tanzania, however, has the least internet penetration compared to other
EAC states. The variability in teledensity and internet penetration could be explained by social and
macro-economic factors prevailing in each state.
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Figure 2.Tele density and internet penetration in the EAC countries
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Inflation as an Economic deflator
As indicated in figure 3 below, there had been fluctuation in inflation for all the EAC states. A
closer look at the patterns shows that Rwanda has been performing best compared to other
states. Uganda’s pattern shows the highest fluctuation rates; in 2013 Tanzania had the highest
inflation rate compared to the rest of the EAC states.
Figure 3. Inflation Patterns in EAC states
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Figure 4. Inflation patterns in rest of the world
The figure below shows the average inflation patterns for advanced economies, the world and
developing economies. A fairly stable inflation patterns is observed, however, the average
inflation rate for developing economies is highest in the group.

Data source: World Economic Outlook

GDP Growth and Teledensity
GDP, as a macro-economic indicator, is an economic enabler of uptake of communications
services. Taking teledensity as a proxy indicator of consumption of communications services ,
Uganda’s teledensity is increasing with increase in the country’s GDP for the indicated time period.
This means that for the economy to register higher and faster growth in teledensity, there should
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be increased allocation of resources on factors responsible for GDP growth. This will ultimately
lead to growth in Teledensity.

Figure 5. Showing the relationship between Uganda’s GDP and Teledensity

Data source: UCC/UBOS

ICT DEVELOPMENT-THE GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
ITU statistics are widely recognized as the world’s most reliable and impartial global data on the
state of the global ICT industry. They are used extensively by leading intergovernmental agencies,
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financial institutions and private sector analysts worldwide. The Commission, therefore, relied on
these statistics in describing the global perspective.

 Fixed-telephone subscriptions continue to decline
Results show that fixed-telephone penetration has been declining for the past five years. By end
2014, there will be about 100 million fewer fixed-telephone subscriptions than in 2009.

 Mobile-cellular subscriptions to hit nearly 7 billion
Mobile-cellular subscriptions will reach almost 7 billion by end of 2014, with 3.6 billion of these
being in the Asia-Pacific region. The increase is mostly due to growth in the developing world
where mobile-cellular subscriptions will account for 78 per cent of the world’s total. Data show
that mobile-cellular growth rates have reached their lowest-ever level (2.6% globally), indicating
that the market is approaching saturation levels.
Africa, Asia and the Pacific, where penetration will reach 69 per cent and 89 per cent respectively
by the end 2014, are the regions with the strongest mobile-cellular growth (and the lowest
penetration rates). Penetration rates in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), Arab
States, the Americas and Europe reached levels above 100 per cent and are expected to grow at
less than two per cent in 2014. The region with the highest mobile-cellular penetration rate is the
CIS.

 Mobile broadband
Globally, mobile-broadband penetration was expected to reach 32 per cent by end of 2014; in
developed countries, mobile-broadband penetration will reach 84 per cent, a level four times as
high as in developing countries (21%). The number of mobile-broadband subscriptions will reach
2.3 billion globally and 55 per cent of all mobile-broadband subscriptions was expected to be in
the developing world.
Mobile-broadband penetration levels are highest in Europe (64%) and the Americas (59%),
followed by CIS (49%), the Arab States (25%), Asia-Pacific (23%) and Africa (19%).

 Growth in fixed-broadband penetration slowing in developing
countries
By the end of 2014, fixed-broadband penetration was projected to reach almost 10 per cent
globally.
Forty-four per cent of all fixed-broadband subscriptions are in Asia and the Pacific, and 25 per cent
are in Europe. In contrast, Africa accounts for less than 0.5 per cent of the world’s fixedbroadband subscriptions, and despite double-digit growth over the last four years, penetration in
Africa remains very low.
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Africa, the Arab States, and CIS are the only regions with double-digit fixed-broadband penetration
growth rates. The America region stands out with the lowest growth in fixed broadband
penetration, estimated at 2.5 per cent and reaching a penetration rate of around 17 per cent by
the end of 2014. Europe’s fixed-broadband penetration is much higher compared with other
regions and almost three times as high as the global average.
 Home internet access approaches saturation levels in developed
countries
As projected, by the end of 2014, 44 per cent of the world’s households will have internet access.
Close to one-third (31%) of households in developing countries would be connected to the
internet, compared with 78 per cent in developed countries. The analysis shows that household
internet access is approaching saturation levels in developed countries.
More than one out of two households in the CIS would be connected to the Internet. In Africa,
only about one out of ten households would be connected to the Internet. However, household
Internet access in Africa continues to grow at double-digit rates.
 Internet users
Three billion people will use the Internet

By the end of 2014, the number of internet users globally was expected to reach almost 3 billion.
Two-thirds of the world’s internet users are from the developing world. This corresponds to an
internet-user penetration of 40 per cent globally, 78 per cent in developed countries and 32 per
cent in developing countries. More than 90 per cent of the people who are not yet using the
internet are from the developing world.
In Africa, almost 20 per cent of the population was projected to be online by end of 2014, up from
10 per cent in 2010.
In the Americas, close to two out of three people were expected to be using internet by end of
2014, the second highest penetration rate after Europe. Europe’s internet penetration would
reach 75 per cent (or three out of four people) by end of 2014, the highest worldwide. One-third
of the population in Asia and the Pacific would be online by end of 2014 and around 45 per cent of
the world’s Internet users will be from the Asia-Pacific region.
Source: www.itu.int/e n/ITU- D/statistics
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THE NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Table 5. Number of licensed service providers in the country
Category
National Postal Operator
Domestic Courier Operators
Regional Courier Operators
International Courier Operators
National Telecom Operators (NTO)
Public Infrastructure Providers (PIP)
Public Service Provider (PSP) - Voice & Data
PSP (Capacity Resale)
TV stations
Digital TV stations
FM Radio stations
Telecom operators offering Mobile Money enhancement

Licensed
1
11
6
8
2
24
36
07
64
06
204
04

THE SECTOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO REVENUE
The sector registered a continuous growth in total revenue contribution. During this period, both
Exercise and PAYE grew by 10% and 1% respectively. However, a 4% drop in revenue collected
from VAT was registered. The total sector contribution to revenue grew by 3.3% up from UGX
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332.730bn in 2012/13 financial year (FY) to Shs434.753bn in 2013/14 FY. This however, reflects a
lower growth rate than the 36% growth realised in the previous year.

Figure 6. Tax revenue in millions
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Excise

88,775

98,001

100,750

113,319

154,869

170,431

VAT

54,628

94,278

68,245

98,330

134,723

129,663

PAYE

12,176

22,562

30,643

33,252

43,138

43,659

Total

155,579

214,841

199,638

244,901

332,730

343,753
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SUBSCRIPTION AND PENETRATION

MOBILE SUBSCRIPTION
With reference to June 2012/2013 as the base year, a total of 2,578,710 new mobile subscribers
were registered by June 2013/14 FY. This indicates a 15.5% growth in mobile subscription, much
higher than the 7.3% subscription growth registered in the previous period 2011/2012 to
2012/2013. The total mobile subscription now stands at 19,244,020.

FIXED SUBSCRIPTION
In this subsector, a total of 55, 056 new fixed subscribers were registered by June 2013/14 FY. This
indicates a 26.5% growth in fixed subscription, much higher than the 37.3% drop in fixed
subscription registered in the previous period 2011/2012 to 2012/2013. The total mobile
subscription now stands at 262,530.
The above subscription growth resulted into a 5.6% growth in teledensity up from 47.7% realised
in 2012/13 to 53.3% realised in 2013/14 financial years.
Table 1: Fixed, Mobile and Total Subscription
Fixed and Mobile
Subscriptions
Fixed

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

213,820

265,890

342,624

330,989

207,474

262,530

9,464,979

10,375,220

14,676,505

15,535,989

16,665,310

19,244,020

9,678,799

10,641,110

15,019,129

15,866,978

16,872,784

19,506,550

Mobile
Aggregated
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Figure 8. Total Subscription and Teledensity
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BANDWIDTH
The sector has continued to register positive growth in bandwidth. During the review period, a
5% growth was registered resulting to a total bandwidth of 26,986.05mbps up from
25,678.82mbps realised in the previous year.
Figure 9. Total bandwidth and bandwidth per million inhabitants
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TRAFFIC
Voice traffic
On-net and off net-traffic
During this period, the on net traffic dropped by 4.8%, (666,908,579 minutes), this was probably
due to increased cost of voice bundle rates which has discouraged many bundle subscribers. Offnet traffic grew by 26.1% (459,103,518), this could be due to very little disparity in on-net and offnet rates. One can easily make calls to any network with no significant financial worry. Both the
international outgoing traffic and the international incoming traffic dropped respectively by 2.3%
(6,094,688 minutes) and 16.3% (68,833,392 minutes).
Figure 10: On-net and off -net traffics
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Figure 11: International outgoing and incoming traffic
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Figure 12. Traffic growth in percent
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Whereas the on-net traffic is fluctuating downwards, the off-net traffic registered consecutive
upward traffic growth in the last three financial years. Both the international outgoing and
international incoming traffic registered persistent downward trends in traffic growth.

Table 2. Traffic trend since 2008/9 (in Minutes)
Level of Usage
(tele traffic)
On-net

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

5,423,039,985

6,500,467,147

9,385,078,373

11,131,081,707

14,001,765,798

13,334,857,219
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Off-net
International
outgoing
International
incoming

1,065,219,839

827,570,668

3,042,261,143

1,715,570,229

1,758,354,212

2,217,457,730

147,328,246

107,229,800

173,375,156

227,838,466

265,611,641

259,516,953

398,551,096

460,067,065

425,731,507

356,898,115

INTERNET SUBSCRIPTION AND USE
As estimated, the number of internet subscribers and internet users continued to grow as
illustrated below. For the review period, the number of internet subscribers and users grew by
21% and 25% respectively resulting to 23.3% internet penetration per 100 inhabitant as of June
2014.

Figure 12. Estimated internet subscription and estimated internet users.
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VOICE TARIFFS PER SECOND
The per second tariffs rates remained unchanged over the period with K2 Telecom offering the
lowest rate compared to the rates charged by other service providers

Figure 13. Tariffs Pricing in the Telecom Market
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Figure 14. Peak and off peak SMS rate comparison
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POSTAL AND COURIER SERVICES
This subsector has registered persistent drop in domestic ordinary letter posted and Domestic
registered letter posted. However, for the case of domestic Expedited Mail Services (EMS), there
had been fluctuation in the reported statistics at a low rate. The number of service providers
hardly changed during this period. (See figure 15 below).

Fig. 15. Postal services
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International Postal Traffics
For the last three years, the number of incoming European letters was highest, followed by the
outgoing ones. The number of letters coming into the country from the East African states was
higher than those posted from the country to rest of the region. This reflects low postal
communications services between EAC states compared to postal services the country shares with
European countries.
Figure 16: International Postal Traffics
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East African letter post (outgoing)

European letter post (incoming)

European letter post (outgoing)

2014

82,447
38,880

2013

2,527

14,652
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11,222
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11,457

35,780

41,346

72,651

87,579

East African letter post (incoming)

2012

Postal and currier service providers
The number of service providers remained relatively the same over the period. The number of
international, regional and domestic courier service providers also stagnated at 8, 7 and 13
respectively in the same period.
Table 3. Showing number of postal and currier service providers in the Country
Service
June 2009
providers
Major postal
1
International
6
currier
Regional
8
currier
Domestic
8
currier

June 2010

June 2011

June 2012

June 2013

June 2014

1
7

1
8

1
8

1
8

1
8

8

8

6

7

7

14

14

13

13

13

BROADCASTING SERVICES
The broadcasting industry plays a pivotal role in the mobilisation of the masses for the socioeconomic development of any country through provision of education, information and
entertainment programmes. In Uganda’s case it is a major contributor to the implementation of
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the National Development Plan and Vision of having “A transformed Ugandan society from a
peasant to a modern and prosperous country within 30 years” as envisaged in the Uganda Vision
2040. In line with this broader plan, the broadcasting sector aims to provide services that address
the needs of, the poor and vulnerable groups among others in a sustainable manner. It also aims
to promote the delivery of high quality and efficient broadcasting services by both publi c and
private service providers.
In this subsector, the number of service providers remained almost the same, save for an addition
of four FM radio stations that were licensed during this period. These are Village Club California
Radio (VCC), Kabarole Research & Resource Centre (KRRC), Abim FM, and Gulu FM. This brought
the number of licensed operational FM radio stations in the country to 257.

Table 4. Number of Operational TV and FM radios
Service stations
Operational
analogue TV
stations
Non-operational
analogue TV
stations
Operational
Digital Terrestrial
TV stations
Operational
Digital Satellite TV
stations
Operational FM
radio stations
Non Operational
FM radio stations

June 2011

June 2012

June 2013

June 2014

54

60

68

67

14

10

10

4

3

3

3

1

1

2

2

229

250

251

257

48

36

35

40

OTHER DEVELOPMENT IN THE BROADCASTING SUBSECTOR
In a bid to set standards, monitor and enforce compliance relating to content as one of the
Commission’s mandate, the Commission has set local content quotas on Ugandan television
broadcasting stations with the objective of promoting national culture, pluralism and diversity and
to enhance the employment capacity, identity of the nationals as well as developing the l ocal film
industry.
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As per the National Broadcasting Policy, local content is defined as “content that recognises the
cultural and linguistic diversity of Uganda carrying themes of relevance to the local audience and
produced under Ugandan’s creative control”.

UCC identified the genres of drama, documentary, sports and children as needing special attention
hence set a 70% local content quota with special attention on drama (50%), documentary (10%),
and sports (5%) and children (5%) each.
Figure 17; Pie- chart showing the recommended local content quotas per genre
Local Children
Program
5%

Local Sport Program
5%
Local documentery
10%

Local drama
50%

Other foreign
content
30%

COMPLIANCE TO LOCAL CONTENT QUOTAS
Figure 18 below illustrates the degree of compliance by TV operators on local content quatas. NBS
appears to be doing better than rest of the TV stations in terms of time appropriation for the four
genres, it is followed by Top TV. Most of the foreign TVs (Citizen TV, EATV, ITV and LTV) including
Channel 44, are not adhering to the set local content quatas.
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Figure 18: Level of compliance to local content quotas as per genre by all monitored TV
stations.

ACHIEVEMENT IN LOCAL CONTENT QUOTAS
The results above indicate level of compliance to the overall set local content quota of (70% ) for
all monitored TV stations. Nkabi Broadcasting Television (NBS) achieved the highest with (30.4%),
followed by Top TV (21.7%), Bukedde1 (18.3%), Star TV and Uganda Broadcasting Television at
(13.4%), NTV (10.4%), WBS (9.4%), Bukedde 2 at (8.4%), Urban TV (8%), Record TV (1.8%), Citizen
TV (0.8%). The rest of the monitored TV stations i.e. ITV, LTV, East Africa TV; Channel TV (Miracle
TV) achieved 0% an indication that they did not show any of the required local contents per the
set quota.

Figure 19. Level of total local content quotas achieved by different TV Stations again st
the overall set quota of 70%
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During this period, UCC also conducted a National Electronic Media Performance Study. Some of
the key findings of the study indicate that are that radio continues to be the most popular medium
with near universal access in all parts of the country. On the other hand, access to TV remains low
at just 40%. Unlike radio, there are wide disparities in TV access between rural (29%) and urban
populations (57%).
This much lower access and viewership for TV are attributed to poverty vis -à-vis the cost of TV
sets, poor TV signal and lack of access to grid electricity. These three factors seem more prevalent
in the rural than in the urban areas.
At least three quarters of the respondents were satisfied with radio coverage in their area of
residence while only a third of the population expressed satisfaction with TV coverage. The
majority of respondents in Central and Western Uganda were satisfied with the electronic media
on most aspects of broadcasting. On the other hand, respondents in Northern Uganda expressed a
higher average degree of dissatisfaction. This may be attributed to the service gaps in Northern
Uganda compared to other regions.
Salient unmet needs included youth programmes especially on career guidance; developmentrelated programmes (e.g. self-help initiatives, enterprise/business development programmes and
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farming); social-cultural/family issues; and health issues. There are persistent urban- rural
disparities in satisfaction, particularly in the Northern and Central regions. Also, the Northern
region still seems to lag behind in aspects like the media’ diversity of content.

RURAL COMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
The Uganda Communications Commission, under the Rural Communications Development Fund
(RCDF), continued to provide interventions in support of the growth of broadband in Uganda and
uptake of communication services. Special emphasis has been placed on the agriculture,
education, and health sectors as well as local government as summarised in Table 6 below.
Support has also been advanced towards the provision of infrastructure for Digital Terrestrial
Television Broadcasting.

Table 6: Projects under taken under the RCDF programme during the FY 2013/14
Category
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Status of service as of June 2014

Secondary School ICT
Tertiary institutions
Universities
Content (Education)
Content development (Health)
Internet connectivity to various RCDF projects
Community training
Telemedicine ICT facilities
Digital broadcasting infrastructure

1,027
46
5
437
3
1,056
116
126
2

MOBILE MONEY
Mobile money services is one of the value-added services developed in this sector. Over the years,
the sector have continued to register faster growth rate in the number of mobile money
subscription than growth rate in mobile subscription. In the review period, the number of mobile
money subscribers grew by 46.5% resulting to 5,526,341 new mobile money subscribers.

Figure 20. Comparison of mobile phones and mobile money subscribers statistics
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For the last three financial years, the number and the value of transactions have been on the
increase. For the review period the number of transactions grew by 24% (46,255,000) and the
value of transaction grew as well by 43.4% (3,599.1bn).
Figure. 21. Number of transactions and value of transactions this year
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CONSUMER AFFAIRS
The Uganda Communications Commission is mandated to protect interests of consumers in the
Communications sector. Consumer complaints handling is part of the Commission’s activities
geared towards fulfilling the consumer protection mandate.
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Consumers of communication services are required to first lodge complaints with their respective
service providers. Whenever a consumer remains dissatisfied, they then can lodge the complaint
with UCC. The statistics used in this report represent consumer complaints to UCC. The figures
may, however, include some first level complaints to UCC by consumers who claim inability to
access the service providers.
In the period under review, a total of 293 complaints were received, down from 330 complains
received in 2012/13 financial year. This represents 11.2% drop in the number of complaints
received over the review period. The highest number of complaints registered were related to
billing queries. Unsolicited messages, mobile money and data queries also dominated the
categories of complaints received. While Airtel registered the highest number of complaints,
complaints against MTN were also high. There was considerable improvement in the timely
resolution of complaints over the year.

In terms of modes of complaints submission, over the year, 52.9% of the complaints reviewed
were received through phone calls, 29.2% were through email, 5.1% were through post, 8 walk in
clients, and 4.8% came in through social media.

Conclusion
This report has been compiled based mainly on the data received from the licensees. The
challenges faced in the process of compiling this report is largely due to late data submissions by
the licensees. However, mechanisms to ensure that such delays in data submission is brought to
term is underway. This report has been compiled by the Department of Competition & consumer
affairs, Uganda Communications Commission. For any clarification on this report, please consult
this Department.
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